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Child’s emotion





Teach children to

UNDERSTAND
EXPRESS
RESPOND TO
emotions.



Elementary School Students
Children between age of 5 and 12

Print: flash cards
Digital: tablet



Vertical orientation
5x7 Cards - / 127mm x 178mm    
36px Bleed on each edge based 
on 300 DPI settings



Lilita One 
Title: 90pt drop cap 
33pt for rest of word

Freight Macro Pro Book
Body copy: 24pt
 





T: thankful, tense, trustful, tired, threatened, torn, thrilled, timid
W: wonder, worried, wishful, worthless, wrong, woke, weary
X: excited, express, exhausted, extroverted, xenophobic



Tired Worried eXcited



For the next 7 slides, I studied 
expressions of human, animals, 
animations, emoji, vector graphics, 
and cartoon characters to help me 
outline the faces of my characters 

















Early sketches that explore and 
iterate on the possibilities of card 
design, expressions, and tablet 
interactions.
 







Character dreaming, tired of the mind. 
A game of whack-a-mole, tired of the muscle.

Character get excited after finding gifts under the Christmas tree. 
Interaction on moving character downstair.

Character worried when pet dog went missing for days. 
Interaction on day night cycles.



Explore the possibilities of 
character outside human realm.
New iterations on interactive 
storytelling. 
 





Frog dreaming. 
A game of catching Zs.

Mole found a chest of gold.
Catching load and loads of gold chests into mine cart.

Cat’s goldfish went missing.
Finding goldfish in the pond, covered with lily pads.  



Preliminary designs to be fully 
developed later on.
 







At this stage, ideas are finalized 
and content are fully established.
Waiting for team constraints. 
 





Team constraint added: centered 
titles and bolded emotion words.
Print ready. 
 







This stage begin with creation of 
assets needed for animation. Then 
composited into sample scenes 
before polishing. We kept our main 
menu simple and scroll based.
 



Figma with animation
After Effects
Illustrator
Photoshop for .GIF conversion
  







Each designer get to work on their 
own Figma interactive pieces for 
each of the 3 letters. We then 
compile them into one single large 
prototype in the end. 
  





Horizontal orientation
iPad Pro 12.9”
2732-by-2048-pixel 

Horizontal orientation
iPad mini
768-by-1024-pixel 





My first card tells a story of a little green  sitting on 
a lily pad settling into his  on a lazy evening. The 
back of the card will reveal the narration as well as the 
definition for its word: Tired. For interaction, I want the 
child to  to let the frog slowly falling 
asleep. A hidden definition is implemented, whereas 
the child's finger get tired through constant tapping; 
the tiring of muscle in addition to the consciousness.







My second card tells a story of a little purple striped 
 with disappearance of his pet fish. 

Again, the back of the card will reveal the narration as 
well as the definition for its word: Worried. For 
interaction, the cat is on his boat trying to   his 

 hidden behind corals on the ocean floor. 
A thief probably stole his fish but dropped it into the 
water by accident. 







My third card tells a story of a little  fully equipped 
with safety helmet and pickaxe  a  chest 
under the ground and tunnels which he dug through. The 
wide mouth and star eyes emphasize his excitement. It 
was difficult to find proper word start with X so I decided 
to brainstorm through words that include X within itself, 
thus eXcited is chosen. For interaction, I decided to keep it 
simple by letting the little mole  the 
lid of the chest.





There’s so much I learned from this project where I flex both 
my  design and  design muscles. It's the 
first time I have worked in a team of nine amazing designers; 
from that, I have learned to  to 
achieve a greater whole through . 
It was tough to work in a medium that I haven't worked often 
in and at the same time learning & exploring new software 
features. Ultimately, I have acquired new skills in 

 and mini-game design with  .



Even a trusted program in your 
pipeline can betray you in critical time.
My team encountered suuuuppper lagging animations when 
running Figma iPad prototype in real time, therefore we had to 
migrate our entire project to Principle before deadline with the 
aid of our professor Miguel Cardona.

  



Now go play with the prototypes!
  




